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Queen Button Locks are single blade knives that open manually with 
a nail nick and normal backspring pressure, but have a spring-loaded pin 
that engages an opening in the base of the blade, locking it open. The small 
button on the bolster at the base of the blade must be pushed to unlock and 
close the blade.  
 
First Version of Button Locks 

First offered in 1985, as 5170 (a large single blade hunter – like #44) 
and 5175 (a single blade copperhead, like #41).  These knives were made 
out of 440C stainless steel (like Both the Rawhide and Hawk Series knives), 
had black staminawood handles with the slanted bolster Queen used in the 
early and mid-1980s in commemorative knives and in upper-end Hawk 
Series lockbacks. Figure 1. does convey the relative size of both knives.  
Note how the edges of the bolsters and handle are nicely rounded. These 
knives must have been innovated in the early 1980s, but were finally 
offered to the public in one of the worst periods for Queen – There have 
been no catalogs nor price lists found for those two years and the company 
was nearly bankrupt.  
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Figure 1. The first offering of Button lock knives by Queen, 1885-

1986.  The large hunter was 5170 (bottom) just over 5.30” closed, and the 
smaller Copperhead hunter, 3.75” closed, was 5175 (top). The larger knife 
shows a sad example of rough sharpening affecting blade and BOTH 
bolsters. Many of the smaller 5175s do not show a blade etch. 

 
These knives got good reviews but they were only offered for a few 

years in their original form, as Queen faced a very hard economic time. An 
article by Steven Dick in the January 1986 National Knife Magazine named 
“field testing Queen’s bolster pin locking folders,” describes the larger knife 
and gives it high marks in use skinning a deer. (Admittedly, since the 
National Knife Collectors Association (NKCA) closed many years ago, this is 
a hard reference to find- we thank Rome D. Rushing for producing a copy). 
The shift away from the 5170 to the 44B, may have been a cost-cutting 
move by Queen since the angled bolster used more material and was 
probably a little more difficult to complete precisely, but we do not have a 
clear date when the change occurred. Figure 2, shows both knives together 
for comparison. 
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Figure 2. Comparison of two large Button Lock Hunters. 44B Chipped bark 
(top) and 5170 (bottom). Photo is not an exact measurement, but it does 
seem the 5170 is slightly longer due to the style/design of the lower bolster 
and a small amount “beefier” through the entire handle. Clearly, the 5170 
uses more material for both bolsters.    
 

A study of price lists (of course, no pictures of items to guide us) 
shows that the Button lock knives were offered in the 1987 price list, (and 
through 1999), but with the model number/pattern no. changed to the large 
Button Lock hunter as 44B and the smaller Copperhead Hunter as 410B, 
though the “code no” was retained as the earlier model numbers 5170 and 
5175, as shown in Figure 3. The Chipped Bark Copperhead (9165) and the 
large hunter (9145) patterns would have meant that those handles would 
have fit the Button Locks exactly – no doubt, a cost-savings.       
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Figure 3, Queen 1987 annual price list with the first time “Push Button 
Locks” knives are listed, though with a new, different model number (more 
like the regular model numbers for the Queen Hunter and Copperhead, 
with a “B” added.) 
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Figure 4, shows a large hunter #5170 on the right side of the photo by “no 
date” that shows very sharp edges on both bolster and the wooden handles, 
and may be missing the etch on the blade as well. We speculate that this 
might be a 1986 knife with some fine finishing omitted to help save a little 
time and reduce cost of producing the knife. Note the sharp edges on the 
handle of the large hunter compared to the knives in Figure 1. (We 
gratefully acknowledge the photo by Rome D. Rushing in a discussion on 
IKnife collector.com in 2015. Left hand knife in this photo is a nice example 
of a version Queen completed for SMKW in the 1990s.)  
 
  

http://storage.ning.com/topology/rest/1.0/file/get/2770468028?profile=original
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Chipped Bark Button Lock. 

The 410B is built off the regular #41 frame, “Copperhead” and the 
larger 44B is built off the traditional “Large Folding Hunter, #44 frame. All 
cataloged versions were offered only in Queen Steel with Chipped Bark 
Delrin, with a relief “Knife Q shield.” Like all Chipped bark knives, they had 
rounded edge bolsters with a 900 edge – not slanted. They did not have half 
stops. This design is shown in all three catalog pages we have for the Button 
Lock series, covering six years with an example in Figure 5, with 1993-1995 
“Button locks page”.  A different image with better close-up is used in 
catalogs for 1998 – 1999, as shown in Figure 6. 
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Figure 5, 1993-1995 and 1996-1997 for Queen Catalogs for Button Lock 
knives. 
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Figure 6, Queen 1998-1999 Chipped Bark large and small hunter at top of 
page, suggesting higher sales than the Fillet knives. (And generally showing 
4 knives rather than 12 products on a page compared to the earlier 1990s 
catalogs.) 
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Smoky Mountain Version of Queen Button Locks  
 In 1993 through at least 1995, Queen produced a large contract of 
both Button Lock models for Smoky Mountain Knife Works (SMKW). They 
were notable for having rounded bolsters at 900 like Chipped bark versions, 
an “incised Queen” shield, and a rich brown/reddish staminawood handle.  
These are easily the most easily found button Lock knives. And 
interestingly, while the Queen production knives tend to load heavily for 
the large hunter, the collector market of SMKW apparently tended to favor 
the smaller knives – it is hard to find a large 44B as in Figure 8. 

 
Figure 7. A pair of 410B small hunter Button Locks sold by SMKW. These 
knives are almost always found with a year of production on the tang 
stamp, and many times, they are in quite nice shape, especially compared to 
the smaller Chipped Bark 410B, which are often found in poor shape. Both 
these knives have been used, with the etch sharpened right off the lower 
knife. (Internet photo.) 
 

https://storage.ning.com/topology/rest/1.0/file/get/2655282937?profile=original
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Figure 8. A SMKW large 44B Hunter, giving a nice sense of the size of this 
knife. (Unknown source, Internet photo.)  These large knives in the SMKW 
contract are much harder to find than the smaller version. This particular 
knife appears to be handled in darker brown staminawood. 
 
Summary 

The Queen Button Locks had a substantial production of almost 15 
years with very few changes – they met with a lot of success with rural folks 
because the blade did lock securely and the press of a thumb on the bolster 
was a one-hand approach and a bit easier than reaching down to release a 
lock on the back of the blade. The pattern did not need a lot of 
modifications, other than changes in angle of bolsters. Not a lot of other 
companies were making a similar knife and certainly the SMKW contract 
provided a great additional reward for keeping the knife in production.  
There are no records available of how many of these knives were made, but 
unlike more recent Queen production, there were knives that were meant to 
be used and when you find them, many show rough sharpening and worn-
out mechanisms. 
 

http://storage.ning.com/topology/rest/1.0/file/get/2770466588?profile=original
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Like some locking knives in the 1980s, Button Locks developed a 
reputation among some, for not wanting to lock up securely on opening. We 
are told that while the factory staff at the time reported getting a number of 
these back for service, there was usually nothing mechanically wrong with 
them. The solution was the pocket lint, and dried material from daily use 
(apple, orange juice, fingernail pieces, plain dirt – use your imagination) 
had to be occasionally cleaned out. A lesson most knife users have had to 
come to grips with – simply clean and oil your knife regularly. If kept 
reasonably clean, these knives gave reasonable service – the reason they are 
not easy to find today – in our opinion most of them have been “used-up.”. 
 
 

If any of you have more to add to this story, especially in the early 
history of this series, or other Button Lock variations, please add it to this 
beginning. Thank you! 


